








BOCA DO LOBO furniture is an exclusive emotional 
experience, a sense of belonging and a state of mind. We 
strive to encourage sensational experiences by creating 
beautiful and enticing pieces which are passionately 
inspired, crafted, and delivered by a staff that loves 
what they do.

OUR VISION is to understand the past and interpret it 
through technology and contemporary design. We use 
this knowledge and experience to transfer our entire 
artisan’s wisdom into our design. Our designers possess 
an undeniable talent for composing pieces which stir 
emotion and passion in their admirers. Our artisans’ 
wisdom, accumulated from years of experience, is 
instilled with love and dedication in the art that they 
perform. No detail or element is overlooked as we offer 
the best at the frontier between design and art. 

With BOCA DO LOBO you should expect the unexpected, 
since you will not only receive a luxury modern BOCA 
DO LOBO piece, you will also receive our soul, our life’s 
work, our identity. 



















Our LIMITED EDITION Collection is the reflection of BOCA DO LOBO’s 
innate desire to create exclusive emotional furniture, as an exquisite piece 
of art. A limited series of twenty-four pieces, handcrafted with the finest 
materials, with distinctive and exclusive personalities bring singularity to 
our design as well as add value to the magnetic universe of BOCA DO LOBO. 
Each piece will bring you on a journey to sources of pleasure you may have 
forgotten, and take you to emotional places you have never been before.
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When art becomes a sideboard your room acquires an 
evermore inspiring a atmosphere. A grid of vertical and 
horizontal lines, reminiscent of Piel Mondrian, forms 
square and rectangular drawers in varying sizes.This 
stunning sideboard is composed of a collection of styles 
and typologies of drawers that consist of different 

MONDRIAN Sideboard

W. 186 cm | 73’’  H. 81 cm | 32’’  D. 53 cm | 21’’ 

finishes from black glass to white leather and white 
lacquer to miniature BL logo’s all encased in a clear 
glass box and supported by a high gloss white lacquer 
solid wood base. Many of the drawers are accented with 
fabric lined bottoms, and handcrafted brass pulls in a 
natural finish and coated in chrome. 









Inspired from the composition and typology of our 
famous Mondrian, Brooklyn arises with the aim of 
satisfying a different function. Intended to be a bar, 

MONDRIAN Bar

W. 110 cm | 24.8’’  H. 134 cm | 79.92’’  D. 56 cm | 20.07’’

this seductive piece brings a new form to the Mondrian 
family and is specially arranged to keep the entire ritual 
associated with the pleasures of drinking. 









Designed to be the faceted crown jewel to play on Boca 
do Lobo’s reputation as furniture jewelers and justify 
the title, this opulent object of desire features two highly 
sculptured doors leading to a gold leaf interior with 
shelving and two drawers. Inspired by Gothic furniture 
of the Romantic period with its ability to harness the 

DIAMOND Sideboard

W. 180 cm | 70,2’’  H. 83 cm | 32,2’’  D. 60 cm | 23,4’’

power of the imagination to envision and escape, and its 
strong style with presence and strength. The exterior of 
this fanciful piece is covered in silver leaf finished with 
a luxurious shade of translucent amethyst high gloss 
varnish. The whimsical lions head feet are intricately hand 
carved from mahogany and completed with a gold leaf. 









This exotic piece was inspired by nature and its forms 
and functions. With the intention to reinterpret the 
outdoors and bring it inside, the structure of this 
unique piece is made of wood which is then layered with 
stainles steel and an overlay of a stylized black lacquer 

FOREST Cabinet

W. 140 cm | 54,6’’  H. 160 cm | 62,4’’  D. 55 cm | 21,5’’ 

branch fretwork. The base is carved from mahogany and 
the interior is compartmentalized with angling shelves 
covered in gold leaf finished with a translucent orange 
high gloss varnish. 













An empowering statement piece, this dimensional object 
of art is suggestive of mineral and natural formas, as if 
suddenly crystallized the silhouette of a tree becomes 

BONSAI Table

W. 147 cm | 57,87’’  H. 214 cm | 84,25’’  D. 6 cm | 2,36’’ 

a precisous object. The inherent texture of the praticle 
board wood forma is visible through its translucent 
rainforest tone, a BL custom colored high gloss varnish.  





This seductive piece transcends traditional and 
modern boundaries. A luxurious cabinet covered in 
black glass which is cut and beveled giving a fractured 
appearance. The base is hand carved from mahogany in 

VICTORIA Cabinet

W. 202 cm | 79,5’’  H. 87 cm | 34,2’’  D. 54 cm | 21,2’’ 

a true baroque style. With a delicate touch on the doors 
they open to a vibrant yellow translucent finish over 
a natural wood leaf housing five drawers and a single 
smoked glass shelf. 









Innovative yet sublime this piece of art was designed in 
true BL style. Reminiscent of a group of pebbles forming 
a sculptural like composition at the bottom of a river, 

GOLD Folding Screen

W. 201 cm | 79,1’’  H. 145 cm | 57,1’’  D. 14 cm | 5,5’’ 

this ultra lux screen is fashioned from nineteen pieces 
of fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane and 
finished in gold leaf with gloss varnish. 





The eye catching hand carved wood of this radiant 
piece of wall art frames a convex mirror in the center 
and twenty surrounding concave mirrors.The inherent 

NEAPOLI Mirror

W. 185 cm | 72,83’’  H. 162 cm | 63,78’’  D. 9 cm | 3,54’’’ 

texture of the particle board wood structure creates 
a textured appearance which is covered in silver leaf 
finished with a translucent patin a high gloss varnish. 





Named after King Manuel I of Portugal, best known 
for his support of Portuguese exploration; this 
noble cabinet takes inspiration from the Portuguese 
Manuelino style and a city skyline. Crafted from 
mahogany the twisted rope appearance of the base is 
related to the maritime inspiration of the Manuelino 

D. MANUEL Cabinet

W. 110 cm | 43,3’’  H. 165 cm | 64,9’’  D. 60 cm | 23,6’’

Style. This turned base and the skyline silhouette are 
covered in copper leaf and finished with an ombre style 
fading created using a translucent black high gloss 
varnish. The interior of the cabinet is finished in a 
copper leaf with high gloss varnish and features three 
drawers and a bronze glass shelf.  













Travel to a universe of pirates and treasure your 
adventures in this chest. Sleek metallic and boldly 
dazzling this piece is layered in varying angled cuts 
of highly polished brass dipped in gold, each piece is 

TORTUGA Chest

W. 120 cm | 47,2’’  H. 60 cm | 23,6’’  D. 60 cm | 23,6’’ 

individually applied to the frame by a jeweller. The 
inside of this magnificent piece is lineed in a green 
copper ultrasuede. 













Intricately designed, this cutting edge piece was 
inspired by the city of Porto and the rhythmic 
undulating of its black slate roof tops and building 
facades. Through reflection ingredients such as 
decontextualization, irony, drama and extravagance 
were added and Oporto came to life. The cabinet is 

OPORTO Cabinet

W. 111 cm | 43,7’’  H. 210 cm | 82,6’’  D. 51 cm | 20,0’’ 

sheathed in individual scales which are finished in a 
silver leaf with a high gloss varnish. Its doors feature 
openings which are spanned with a metal mesh. The 
interior functions with three glass shelves and is 
finished in a silver leaf covered with a translucent lapis 
paint with a high gloss varnish. 





The mood of the moment dictates fantasy and heritage. 
As its name denotes, this sensational piece was inspired 
by the traditional craft of crochet, a process of creating 
fabric that consists of pulling loops of yarn throught 
other loops. The method of crocheting was reinterpreted 
in this piece throught the forging of 60kg of classic 

CROCHET Chest

W. 202 cm | 79,5’’  H. 87 cm | 34,2’’  D. 54 cm | 21,2’’

brass pulls by a local jeweler resulting in a mesh which 
adorns the sinuous silhouette of the piece. The solid 
wood frame consists of seven drawers finished with 
a darkened gold leaf that ensures a mystery and an 
eleance which contrasts with the vibrant jewel toned 
purple of the handles. 













Pixel is an effort to honor the union between design 
and craftsmanship. The 1088 triangles that complete 
this piece, with a diversity of finishes never before seen 
combined – silver leaf, gold leaf, lacquering, and 10 
different types of wood leaf – carry the dedication and 

PIXEL Cabinet

W. 80 cm | 31,5’’  H. 163 cm | 64,17’’  D. 60 cm | 23,62’’

art of those who built it. Inside this piece we reinterpret 
a material and technique left in time – aged mirror and 
“capitoné”. The polished brass base gives Pixel a unique 
personality, a strong and at the same time sophisticated 
character. 









Novel yet with a classic appeal this piece is a dynamic 
twist on the time-honores grandfather clock. A 
handcarved mahogany framed digital clock with a cut 
stainless steel pendulum is encased in a smoked glass 

TIME GOES BY Clock

W. 202 cm | 79,5’’  H. 87 cm | 34,2’’  D. 54 cm | 21,2’’

box supported by an ornate handcarved mahogany base 
covered in silver leaf and finished with a combination 
of high gloss amethyst and smoked black translucent 
varnish. . 





Capturing the vitality of the forest, the prominent Frank 
pays homage to Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling Water. 
The luminous textures of the exotic woods, metallic 
leafs, lacquers, glass and mirror are interwoven into 
rhythmically cascading drawers. 

FRANK Chest of drawers

W. 82 cm | 24,8’’  H. 128 cm | 79,92’’  D. 51 cm | 20,07’’ 













A frontier between design and art, the undulating 
shape of this piece was envisioned from the intriguing 
chemical reaction which occurs when a material 
liquefies and subsequently solidifies with changes in 
temperature. Its fluid and unusual form is molded from 

MONOCHROME Console

W. 202 cm | 79,5’’  H. 87 cm | 34,2’’  D. 54 cm | 21,2’’

fiberglass filled with expandable polyurethane. Finished 
in a high gloss its name, Monochrome, is a reference to 
the use of a single material with a uniform and matte 
tone of electric blue; a color that translates the vivacity 
and emotion which is expressed in this piece. 





Boca do Lobo is synonymous with daring Innovation and 
flawless execution.
The Symphony cabinet is the latest piece to grace the 
Limited Edition collection.A cluster of 95 polished 

SYMPHONY Cabinet

W. 85 cm | 33,5’’  H. 202 cm | 79,5’’  D. 45 cm | 17,7’’

brass tubes envelop an exotic wood structure creating a 
harmonious artful juxtaposition to rhythm of the pipes.
The Symphony will resonate at an extraordinary design 
pitch when placed in any setting. 









Five passionate years of Exclusive Design has resulted 
in the Venice, Boca do Lobo’s newest Limited Edition 
work of art.
Our love affair with reflection dates back to 6000BC, the 
ability mirrors have to reflect light and the world around 
us so perfectly remains unrivalled by any other object. 
Due to this ability to reflect light and show appearance 
so precisely and incredibly, mirrors are widely believed 
to have enchanting powers.

VENICE Mirror

W. 147 cm | 57,87’’  H. 214 cm | 84,25’’  D. 6 cm | 2,36’’

A passionate explosion of romance, drama and emotion 
is transcended through this magnificent Venetian 
mirror.
Famed for our elegant and beautiful style of glass use, 
our designers used their world-renowned talent and 
gorgeous glass to produce this blinding splendor. 













A mix of grace and comtenporary design, this is the new 
exuberant living room table in a true Boca do Lobo style. 
The top of it is finished in patchwork and high-gloss 
varnish, it’s base is black lacqered.

ROYAL Table

W. 220 cm | 86,61’’  H. 77 cm | 30,31’’  D. 115 cm | 45,28’’





Boca do Lobo newest Limited Edition piece a safe-box 
that promptly takes us to scenes strongly creased Â in our 
memory, deeply enriched by today’s visual culture.
This piece reputes a long life! Born in the beginning of the 
19th century, it followed the increase of bank robberies 
after the Gold Rush of 1849 and kept itself sacred to 

MILLIONAIRE Safe

W. 80,5 cm | 31,7’’  H. 152 cm | 59,9’’  D. 62,5 cm | 24,6’’

successive break-in attempts, remaining deformed forever.
Lockable drawers and a whole structure in mahogany, 
coated in highly polished brass and dipped in gold, this 
piece is one of indisputable value.
As safe and secure as it’s owner, holds secrets to be unveiled 
only by time itself. 

















After a huge success with Heritage Cabinet and its 
honor to the hand painted tiles Portuguese history, 
Boca do Lobo, Limited Edition now presents an Heritage 
Sideboard. This Heritage sideboard version present 
you a different number layers, were each one tell you 
different story. You will have an Heritage going through 
different times and centuries, together in a final panel.
In the different layers you will find different tiles 

HERITAGE Sideboard

W. 162 cm | 62,9’’    H. 90 cm | 35,4’’    D. 50 cm | 16,7’’

paintings inspired in different periods of Portuguese 
history taken from different historic buildings like 
convents or old colleges.
Inside this sideboard you will find a gold leaf interior, 
that will make you remember the historical buildings 
referred before, which normally presented interiors with 
a lot of ornaments and gold. With Heritage Sideboard 
tales still coming with tiles.





Marie Antoinette mirror, the newest Boca do Lobo 
Limited Edition capable to reflect body and soul of 
any interior environment. This mirror is an attitude, 
an historical fact and an “époque”. Inspired in the 
controversy Marie Antoinette and in the greatest times 
of the French royalty, where impressive and large-scale 

MARIE ANTOINETTE Mirror

W. 127 cm | 50,0’’  H. 222 cm | 87,4’’  D. 14 cm | 5,5’’

pieces marked the halls of Palace of Versailles and its 
big and luxurious parties. This mirror is capable to 
enhance any living room or lobby of nowadays, it’s a 
large scale piece with 2,20m of grandiosity hand carved 
and covered by silver leaf with high gloss varnish finish. 
Mirror, Mirror in the wall ...













Boca do Lobo’s New Limited Edition piece takes us to 
the 17th century where grandeur and pageantry reigned 
in the French Court. Created from a long process of 
inspiration and dedication, this art object recreates the 

VERSAILLES Sofa

W. 252cm| 98.4’’    H. 72cm | 28.3’’    D. 84.cm | 33.7’’

“Versailles Spirit”. Abandoning the restrictions and 
rigidity imposed during the Middle Ages, it opens the 
way to freedom and the need for bringing extravagant 
creations to life.









A highly coveted ensemble of hand painted tiles like 
that of an expertly curate art collection, bring together 
master artisans and craftsmen for Boca do Lobo’s 

HERITAGE Cabinet

W. 92 cm | 36,2’’  H. 182 cm | 71,7’’  D. 50 cm | 19,7’’

newest Limited Edition Piece – Heritage.
Inspired by Portugal’s rich heritage, each tile has a tale 
to tell, what lies behind the doors – only time can tell. 















BOCA DO LOBO designs and produces high quality interior 
furnishings to please even the most demanding admirers. Our 
Public shares our Passion: a design that reflects an urban and 
simultaneously classical lifestyle. We use the highest quality
materials and textures, giving them shapes through objects 
which create luxurious cosmopolitan environments.! Our 
products are internationally distributed in the finest interior 
design boutiques. They are handmade in Portugal, using 
traditional methods, by exceptionally talented artisans

TECHNICAL

HAND CRAFTING AND FINISHING
All of our furnishings are hand crafted and finished using the 
greatest skill, depth and detail. Materials are selected based 
on the design, function and finish of the piece. Our craftsmen 
build and hand assemble each item, only using machines and 
power tools when necessary to achieve the highest level of 
quality and finish.

HAND CARVING
Many of our furnishings feature details hand carved from 
wood which is then assembled with the furniture frame using 
the delicate task of joinery.

FINISHING
The finishing process is one which contains many steps and 
must be done with great precision. As the finishing touch 
on each piece of furniture we use one or a combination 
of the following finish types: high gloss varnish, metallic 
leafs,translucent colors (a unique BL process), high gloss 
lacquer and a number of different wood veneer types and 
techniques.

HARDWARE 
Once the finish process is complete, our hardware is placed 
on pieces which require such. Our hardware is specially 
designed to suit the look of each individual piece of furniture. 
The majority of our hardware is made of brass which is hand 
casted by local jewellers and then plated or painted to create 
the desired color. 
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SOHO COLLECTION

SOHO SIDEBOARD GUGGENHEIM Cabinet METROPOLITAN Sideboard 

TIFFANY Stool . Side TableLEROY Stool . Side Table THOMPSON Stool . Side Table

MOMA Side Table PEARL Side Table STONE Side Table

HERITAGE SideboardTIMES Side TableSULIVAN  Nesting Table

BROADWAY Side Table HUDSON Pedestal Side Table MANHATTAN Nesting 



BRONX Mirror LENOX Mirror ALLEY Table lamp

TRIBECA Table LampANN Floor Lamp MADISON Table Lamp

APOLLO Mirror YORK Console

UNION Table Lamp JAY  Folding Screen FRANKLIN Display 

MELROSE Dress Table 

TRINITY Console COLOMBOS Pedestal Table LIBERTY Mirror



MAJESTIC Sideboard PALACE Cabinet BOULEVARD Writing Desk

EROSION StoolINFINITY Console WAVE Side Table

FLOURISH Center/Side Table EROSION Stool CAOS Side Table

METROPOLIS ConsoleEQUATOR Mini BarQUEENS  Highboy

ROOT Mirror MANU AVENUE Folding Screen



TOWER Bookcase SKYSCRAPER Floor Lamp PALATINO Display Case 

AQUARIUS TablePATCH Table OTTOMAN Side Table

PLAZA Table FEEL Lamps SHIELD Side Table

ZARAGOÇA Side Table SINUOUS Console

EDEN Table

RING Mirror



WWW.BOCADOLOBO.COM | INFO@BOCADOLOBO.COM

TRAVESSA MARQUES DE SÁ, 68 | 4435.324 RIO TINTO . PORTUGAL

T. +351 224 881 669 | F. +351 224 887 170
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